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Of late, monolithic works of great importance have been carried out,

and every day concrete, as building material, is creeping to a foremost

place.

Although cement testing proper has been subjected to elaborate, .scien-

tific and practical investigations, very few researches, and especially

normally conducted researches, have been made on the strength and

behaviour of concretes and bctons. This probably is due to the fact that

fot' such experiments heavy and costly apparatus is needed. Investiga-

tions on small specimens would be useless, and conditions approaching

as nearly as possible to practice have to be followed.

The following arc the results obtnined from a series of experiments

made by students of McGill University, 1895-96 :

—

The object of this first series of experiments is to determine the effect

of different per cents of water on the strength of the concrete. The

limits were 16 and 30 per cent, of water, by weight of cement and sand,

which are beyond the extremes of practice on both sides.

cement.

The cement used was, of course, the same brand throughout the

series. It was a German Portland of good quality, .slow setting, on

which separate sand tests were iniide in connection with this series.

The results are tabulated below.

sand.

This was clean, coarse, angular dry sand of good quality, of slightly

higher grade than usual practice.

STONE,

This was broken limestone of such size that the pieces would have

passed through a ring 1^ inciies diameter. They were unscreened, and

just as they came out ofthe breaker. Consequently a slight amount of

dust was mixed with them. They had to be broken a little smaller

than in actual practice. The blocks of concrete being only one cubic

foot, it was thought that more accurate results would be obtained in

this way.

MOULDS.

The moulds were made off inch plank, lined with sheet zinc. They

were 5 feet long, 1 foot high and 1 foot wide, divided into four com-

partments, which would mould four cubes at once, of dimensions 1x1
X 1 feet, forming spec^imens large cnougi) to investigate seriously upon.

These were removed by unscrewing one side of the box and sliding them

out. Care had to be taken to oil the sides of tho moulds slightly before

ramming the mixture in them, to avoid trouble in getting them out.



CONDITIONS OF MIXTURE AND PROPORTIONS.

The proportions adopted for t\m series were ono of eeiuent, two of

sand, uiid four of stones, by wcii^ht, the proportion of watorboinn bused

on the wei^l.l of sand uml cenu'iit.

Tlie cement und the sund were first l)ioroii<^hly mixed dry, then tlie

water added gruduuliy. The stones wrrc then tlirowu on this mortar,

spread out, and the whole vigourously and very thorouglily mixed. The

fresh ooDCictc was thin plticod into tlie moulds und ramiucd in H to 2

inch liiyers.

R.^M.MINO.

The ranimcr was a block of hard wood 2 feet long by 2 x 2 inches,

with a lathe turned liandle. It wns not very easy with this to ram

uniformly, even throughout one block, and tliis is one of the main

sources of di.sorcpancics in this scries of experiments.

It was thought that a reduction of the breaking loads to a !>tandard

weight of the blocks would be only fair, and would slightly improve

the results.

OROITPINd OF TESTS.

The tests were made at one week, four weeks, and two months, and

the results grouped accordingly, that is to say, the one week tests, with

diiferent per cent, of water, compare between themselves, four weekg

and two months likewise. Parallels between the results, at different

ages, cannot be drawn on account of some specimens having been pre-

pared under widely different conditions, t^or instance, the results at

two months are exceedingly low as conipurcd with those obtained at one

and four weeks. This is due to the fact that these two months speci-

mens were the first prepared of all, and this before the cemented trough

in which they were to be immersed was completed. Consequently they

were kept 8 to 10 days longer than the others in the dry air of the

laboratory, which seems to have had a di.^astrous effect on them. But

in spite of these slight drawbacks, the annexed table shows that up to

24 per cent., the percentage of water has not a very great effect on the

strength. This is an important point, for below 20 per cent, the mor-

tar obtained is rather dry and very difficult to handle.

But beyond this limit of 24 per cent, a greater proportion of water

seems to weaken the concrete considerably.

This limit is very sharply defined in the adjoining table, where an

additional 2 per cent, of water, from 24 to 26 per cent., weakens the

concrete by almost one-half for the one-week te-sts. It is, however, in-

teresting to notice that strength is almost completely recovered with

time, the four-week tests showing the weakening limit to be between 26

and 28 per cent., and the two months' between 28 and 30 per cent.

So that if immediate strength be not required of the concrete structure,

28 per cent, of water will not affect the ultimate resistance if allowed to

stand two months.

In the parallel sand and cement tests the weak line is not so sharply

defined, but yet it is sufficiently so to show that the same statement ap-

plies. The tests in this case show a marked weakening between 14 and

16 per cent, of water for the one week, which strength is ultimately

recovered, as is'shown by the four weeks' and two months' tests.

The low limit of 14 per cent,, as compared with 24 for the concrete,

is probably due to the fact that the stones of the concrete, on account

of their porosity, absorb a part of the water.

The table shows that the greatest density is obtained with 16 and 18

per cent. The weights of the cubes beyond this decrease up to 24 and

26 per cent., where they are again nearly equal in density to the 16 and

18 per cent, of water. Therefore this 24 and 26 per cent, seems to be

the point where the best practical results are obtained, because 16 and

18 per cent, make up too dry a concrete to allow of easy handling.

Another point incidentally comes up. Attention has been drawn to

the poor results obtained by the same tests and reason of long exposure

to dry air given. This shows up a very important point, namely, the
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ncoesbity of covering up carefully all oonoreto and comont works ox-

posed for any length of time to dry air and sun. The bad effect of

these agents is plainly demonstrated, nnd it is doubtful whether much
strength would ultimately have been recovered.

It is also interesting to notice the results obtained by the concretes

made of 1 part of cement, 2 of sand and 5 of stones, and 1 oemcot, 2

sand and 6 of stones. Tiie specimens of these compositions gave results

equal to oonorctes, 1 , 2, 4, showing that for strength they are as good

as the ones containing a less proportion of .stones, while being much
more economical.

These experiments are as yet very incomplete. But it is hoped that

the researches in this subjcot will be continued, and thnt valuable inform-

ation for the engineer in practice derived from them.
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• Line of weakness due to excess of water.

McGill University, April, 1896.
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